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Abstract

Two continent-sized features in the deep mantle, the large low-velocity provinces (LLVPs), influence1

Earth’s supercontinent cycles, mantle plume generation, and its geochemical budget. Seismological2

advances have steadily improved LLVP imaging, but several fundamental questions remain unan-3

swered, including: What is their vertical extent? And, are they purely thermal anomalies, or are4

they also compositionally distinct? Here, we investigate these questions using a wide range of5

observations. The relationship between measured geoid anomalies and long-wavelength dynamic6

surface topography places an important upper limit on LLVP vertical extent of ∼900 km above the7

core-mantle boundary (CMB). Our mantle flow modelling suggests that anomalously dense material8

must exist at their base to simultaneously reproduce geoid, dynamic topography, and CMB ellip-9

ticity observations. We demonstrate that models incorporating this dense basal layer are consistent10

with independent measurements of semi-diurnal Earth tides and Stoneley modes. Our thermody-11

namic calculations indicate that a ∼100 km-thick layer of early-formed, chondrite-enriched basalt12

is the chemical configuration most compatible with these geodynamic, geodetic and seismological13

constraints. By reconciling these disparate datasets for the first time, our results demonstrate that,14

although dominantly thermal structures, basal sections of LLVPs represent a primitive chemical15

reservoir that is periodically tapped by upwelling mantle plumes.16

17

Main18

Seismic tomographic models consistently image two large regions of slow seismic velocity in the deep mantle that are19

widely interpreted to be hotter than ambient material and are spatially correlated with positive, long-wavelength20

geoid height anomalies (Figures 1 and 2a)1. Early mantle flow studies treated these features as buoyant upwellings21

and found that an increase in mantle viscosity with depth yields satisfactory model fits to observed non-hydrostatic22
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Figure 1: Spatial extent of seismically imaged LLVPs. (a) Shear-wave velocity (VS) anomalies at 2850 km depth in the TX2011
seismic tomographic model8. Thick black contour = −0.65% VS anomaly threshold used to delineate LLVP boundary9; α–α′ and
β–β′ = cross-section locations; white circles spaced at 1000 km intervals. (b) Cross-section α–α′ beneath Africa through blended
tomographic model (SLNAAFSA above 300 km, TX2011 below 400 km, linearly interpolated between 300–400 km). (c) Cross-section
β–β′ beneath Pacific Ocean.

geoid height anomalies2,3. Nevertheless, these instantaneous flow solutions are non-unique and suffer from trade-23

offs between the magnitude and distribution of excess buoyancy. While there is now better agreement on the lateral24

extent of LLVPs4, numerous controversies remain concerning their structure and composition.25

First, body wave coverage in the mid-to-lower mantle (∼1000–2500 km depth) is low and most ray paths26

that traverse this region are near-vertical, making global tomographic models susceptible to smearing artefacts27

in this depth range5,6. The vertical extent of LLVPs is therefore uncertain, with recent studies suggesting that28

laterally extensive low-velocity structures imaged at depths ≤2000 km may actually represent tomographic filtering29

of clusters of distinct plumes7.30

Second, considerable debate remains over whether LLVPs are purely thermal or thermochemical features. Iso-31

topic variations in intraplate volcanics10, joint seismic-geodynamic inversions11, body tides12, and their apparent32

stability with respect to the reconstructed locations of Phanerozoic kimberlites and large igneous provinces9, all33

suggest that LLVPs are enriched in chemically distinct and anomalously dense material. Numerical models suggest34
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that this material must have a ∼2–4% intrinsic chemical density excess to generate and preserve such composi-35

tional heterogeneity over billion-year timescales13,14,15. Seismic evidence in favour of chemically distinct LLVPs36

has, however, proven less conclusive. For example, the decorrelation between shear-wave velocity (VS) and bulk37

sound velocity (Vφ) below 2000 km depth has been inferred to support both thermal and thermochemical interpre-38

tations16,5. Similarly, strong lateral VS gradients at LLVP boundaries may point to chemical heterogeneity17, but39

several studies suggest that similar features may occur with purely thermal variations18,19,20. While normal mode40

studies generally prefer anomalously dense LLVPs21,16, recent Stoneley mode observations (i.e., normal modes41

trapped along the CMB) indicate that the LLVPs are, on average, positively buoyant, although a ∼ 100 km-thick42

anomalously dense basal layer cannot be ruled out22. This result apparently contradicts inferences from body tide43

observations, which yield a mean excess density of ∼ 1% within the bottom ∼ 350 km of the LLVPs12.44

While LLVP buoyancy structure remains uncertain, their morphology and the potential presence of chemically45

distinct material is expected to significantly influence spatiotemporal patterns of mantle circulation23,24,25,11. Since46

the early models of mantle flow2,3, there have been several important advances in geodynamic observables, notably47

improved present-day constraints on CMB excess ellipticity26 and the planform of surface dynamic topography27.48

Moreover, recent geodetic and seismological measurements of Earth’s long-period motions—in particular, body49

tides and Stoneley modes—now provide additional bounds on deep mantle density structure. These developments50

allow us to investigate the trade-off between the magnitude and distribution of LLVP buoyancy, and to re-examine51

these controversies using new simulations of whole-mantle flow, tidal deformation and Stoneley mode oscillation.52

Using a suite of existing tomographic models, we perform geodynamic inversions to determine whether thermal53

or thermochemical density structures are more compatible with the geoid, CMB, and dynamic topography ob-54

servations. The best-fitting density configurations are then tested against Stoneley mode splitting and body tide55

observations, and we demonstrate that the existing discrepancies between these datasets can be resolved. Finally,56

we explore geochemical implications of these inversion-derived buoyancy structures using thermodynamic calcu-57

lations of the density and elastic properties of possible compositional endmembers. By analysing the fits of the58

resulting model predictions with a wide range of observations, we identify the nature and distribution of chemical59

heterogeneity within the deep Earth.60

Reconciling geodynamic observations and predictions61

Recent re-evaluation of dynamic surface topography using global inventories of residual depth measurements con-62

firms that the long-wavelength component of this field is spatially correlated with geoid height anomalies (Figure 2a–63

b)27,29. While there is some disagreement on the appropriate methodology for spectrally analysing these data,64

consensus has emerged for water-loaded amplitudes of ±700 m at spherical harmonic degrees l = 1–327,30,31,32,33.65

Meanwhile, geodetic observations of Earth’s free core nutation place a narrow bound (∼ 400 ± 100 m) on the66

amplitude of the degree-two (l = 2), order-zero (m = 0) component of non-hydrostatic CMB topography (i.e.,67

excess ellipticity; Figure 2c)26. Unfortunately, efforts to map global CMB topography at shorter wavelengths using68

seismic data are presently hampered by trade-offs between velocity and density structure in the D′′ region34.69
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Figure 2: Observations versus optimal instantaneous flow modelling predictions for TX2011 tomographic model and S10
viscosity profile. (a) Observed non-hydrostatic geoid height anomalies28. (b) Observed dynamic surface topography29. (c) Observed
excess CMB ellipticity26. (d) Predicted geoid for optimal mantle density model assuming LLVPs are purely thermal features. VR =
variance reduction; r = Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Methods). (e) Predicted dynamic topography for this model. (f) Predicted
excess CMB ellipticity for this model. χC = misfit to observed CMB excess ellipticity (Methods). (g–i) Same for optimal density model
that includes compositionally distinct LLVPs.

In light of these improved and revised constraints, we ask: Can a model of VS-derived mantle density be70

constructed that simultaneously satisfies the geoid, dynamic topography, and excess CMB ellipticity? To investigate71

this issue, we have constructed a suite of ∼ 106 density models, simulated the resulting instantaneous mantle flow,72

and computed misfits to the observational datasets (Methods). For the upper mantle above 400 km, we have73

adopted a modified version of the RHGW20 density model35, which accounts for anelasticity at seismic frequencies74

and has been demonstrated to yield acceptable fits to short-wavelength dynamic topography. The deeper mantle75

is divided into five layers, and within each layer, the VS-to-density scaling (Rρ = dlnρ
dlnVS

) is varied between 0.1–0.4.76

This range is in line with expectations from mineral physics constraints on pyrolitic and mixed pyrolitic-basaltic77

compositions, which are both hypothetical compositions for an isochemical mantle36,11. To allow for limited seismic78

resolution and potential imaging artefacts in the lower mid-mantle (1000–2000 km), we also test Rρ = 0 in this79

region. In addition, we construct a suite of thermochemical models where chemical heterogeneity is represented as80

a density jump, ranging between 0.0–2.0%, between the LLVP interior and exterior. We generate density models81

using five seismic tomographic models and perform instantaneous flow calculations using three mantle viscosity82

profiles (Methods).83

Three key results emerge from this analysis. First, we find that acceptable fits to both the geoid and dynamic84

surface topography can be obtained for thermal and thermochemical density models (Table S1; Figures 2 and S1–85
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Figure 3: Geodynamic misfit as a function of input density and viscosity model. (a) Total geodynamic misfit, χG (Methods),
of best-fit thermal models for each combination of viscosity and seismic tomographic input. Black cross = model shown in (b) and Fig-
ure 2d–f. (b) Observed and predicted dynamic topography power spectra of best-fit thermal model for TX2011 and S10 viscosity profile.
Dark and light gray envelope = 99% and 50% confidence intervals for power spectrum of optimal spherical harmonic coefficients for
oceanic residual depth measurements as constructed by Davies et al.32 using Automatic Relevance Determination algorithm (intervals
derived from 100,000 random samples of inverted spherical harmonic coefficient probability distributions); solid gray line = power
spectrum of mean spherical harmonic coefficients determined for oceanic residual depth measurements; dark and light red envelope
= 99% and 50% confidence intervals for power spectrum of thermal model constructed by sampling predicted dynamic topography
at locations of shiptrack and point-wise oceanic residual depth measurements and determining optimal spherical harmonic coefficients
using Gaussian Process algorithm of Valentine & Davies37; solid red line = power spectrum of mean spherical harmonic coefficients
determined for thermal model. (c) Total geodynamic misfit, χG, of best-fit thermochemical models for each combination of viscosity
and seismic tomographic input. Black cross = model shown in (d) and Figure 2g–i. (d) Observed and predicted dynamic topography
power spectra of best-fit thermochemical model for TX2011 and S10 viscosity profile.

S6). Second, we obtain lower misfits and higher correlation coefficients and variance reductions for models that86

include compositionally distinct LLVPs relative to purely thermal models (Methods). This difference is particularly87

clear for the excess CMB ellipticity (Figure 2f versus 2i). Thermochemical models generally prefer strong excess88

density within the LLVP portion of the D′′ layer (δρc ≥ +0.8% for 13 of 15 tomographic and viscosity model89

combinations), but find little to no excess density in the 2000–2700 km depth range (δρc ≤ +0.2% for 13 of 1590

models; Table S3; Figure S7). The thermochemical models also generally return Rρ values throughout the middle91

(400–1000 km) and lower (2000–2900 km) mantle that are in better agreement with experimental expectations for92

a pyrolitic composition36,11. Third, all best-fitting models require Rρ ∼ 0 for the 1000–2000 km mid-mantle layer,93

irrespective of whether or not LLVP regions are modelled as compositionally distinct (Tables S2–S3; Figure S7).94
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Vertical extent of LLVPs95

The geodynamic inversions exhibit a preference for Rρ ∼ 0 throughout the mid-mantle, which is too low for any96

plausible mantle compositions and indicates that geodynamic observables are incompatible with strong thermal97

buoyancy contributions from this depth. Given that seismic tomographic models are dominated by l = 2 struc-98

ture over the 1000–2000 km depth range, we explore this result further using associated sensitivity kernels for99

instantaneous mantle flow.100

The geoid-to-topography amplitude ratio (GTR) at l = 2 provides a crucial constraint on the vertical extent of101

LLVPs. In Figures 4a and 4b, we show the l = 2 components of observed non-hydrostatic geoid height anomalies102

and water-loaded dynamic topography, which yield an estimated GTR of ∼ 0.21 ± 0.07. These deflections must103

be caused by l = 2 density anomalies, with the strongest corresponding shear-wave velocity (VS) anomalies found104

within the LLVP regions, the mantle transition zone, and the asthenosphere (Figure 4e). These VS anomalies are105

anti-correlated with the observed geoid and dynamic topography, with the exception of the transition zone, where106

VS anomalies correlate with the geoid but remain anti-correlated or become decorrelated with dynamic topography107

(Figure 4f–g).108

Figure 4: Relationship between long-wavelength (l = 2) dynamic topography, geoid and VS anomalies. (a) Observed
non-hydrostatic geoid height anomalies28. (b) Observed water-loaded dynamic topography32. (c) Schematic radial mantle structure.
(d) Normalised radial viscosity, η, profile (S1038). (e) Spectral amplitude of VS anomalies from SEMUCB-WM1 tomographic model39.
(f) Geoid kernel, Kl

N , coloured by geoid-to-VS anomaly correlation, rN , as a function of depth. (g) Dynamic topography kernel,

Kl
A, coloured by dynamic topography-to-VS anomaly correlation, rA. (h) Geoid-to-topography ratio (GTR) kernel, coloured by rN .

Blue/red bands = values required to produce the observed GTR when VS and thermal density anomalies are correlated/anti-correlated
with the geoid.

The l = 2 sensitivity kernels for the geoid, dynamic topography, and GTR (Figure 4f–h; Methods) are sensitive109

to the mantle viscosity profile (Figure 4d), but their shape is broadly consistent for a range of published profiles40,41110
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(Figure S9). The l = 2 GTR kernel shows that, to satisfy the observed value (0.21± 0.07), density anomalies must111

either anti-correlate with surface deflections in the deep mantle (intersection with red band, Figure 4h) or, in the112

transition zone, positively correlate with the geoid while remaining negatively correlated with dynamic topography113

(intersection with the blue band, Figure 4h). Our analyses reveal that deeper mantle structure is the major114

contributor to the integrated GTR, since this is the only region in which the predicted GTR kernel is consistent115

with observations. These kernels also show that any l = 2, mid-mantle (∼1000–2000 km) thermal density anomalies116

can only lower the GTR. A mantle density model with LLVPs extending shallower than ∼2000 km depth that does117

fit the observed geoid will therefore simultaneously overpredict long-wavelength dynamic topography. Hence, the118

inversions return a preferred value of Rρ ≈ 0 in the mid-mantle. This finding provides strong evidence that LLVPs119

do not vertically extend beyond 900 km above the CMB, which is consistent with recent arguments that seismically120

imaged l = 2, mid-mantle VS structure is an artefact of limited resolution7. Smaller scale density anomalies do121

exist in the 1000–2000 km depth interval (e.g., plumes and slabs39,42). However, instantaneous flow sensitivity122

kernels for shorter wavelengths approach zero over this depth range, such that these features are not expressed in123

the geoid, surface and CMB topography.124

Compatibility with body tides and Stoneley modes125

Despite similar sensitivity to deep Earth structure, previous studies based on semi-diurnal body tide and Stoneley126

mode splitting observations arrive at contrasting conclusions about LLVP density structure. The former show127

clear preference for the presence of anomalously dense material, with trade-offs between the amplitude and depth128

distribution of excess density12, while the latter prefer models with integrated density anomalies in the lower129

400 km that are negative, as expected for a dominantly thermal control22. In light of these studies, we next test130

whether the mantle structure obtained from our optimal TX2011-based geodynamic models with thermochemical131

variations, or its purely thermal counterpart, is most consistent with these geodetic and seismological observations.132

Goodness-of-fit to semi-diurnal body tide constraints is calculated following the methodology of Lau et al.12,133

which requires the improvement of predictions for 3D mantle structure over a 1D reference case to be significant at134

the 95% level (Methods). The optimal TX2011-derived thermal model produces results that are only significant at135

the 93.8% level. By contrast, the best-fitting thermochemical density model based on the same tomographic input,136

but which include chemical heterogeneity in the base of LLVPs, yield statistically significant outcomes (95.8%137

significance level).138

We predict Stoneley mode splitting functions by adapting the methodology of Koelemeijer et al.22. Our revised139

approach has two methodological advantages over this study. Firstly, both the range and magnitude of Rρ tested140

here are consistent with candidate chemical compositions in the deep mantle11. Secondly, by calculating the141

instantaneous mantle flow associated with each model, CMB deflections are dynamically consistent with each142

LLVP density structure. We find that misfit between observed and predicted Stoneley mode splitting functions is143

∼20% lower for the optimal TX2011-based thermochemical density model compared with its equivalent thermal144

model (Table S4; Figure S10). This conclusion appears to contradict the findings of Koelemeijer et al.22, and is145
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partly explained by our methodological improvements and partly by the stronger VS amplitudes at l = 2 below146

2500 km depth in TX2011 compared to the SP12RTS model adopted in that study (Supplementary Information).147

Significantly, these results indicate that the presence of anomalously dense material in the bottom ∼ 200 km of148

the LLVPs is not only compatible with available geodynamic constraints, but is also consistent with observations149

of Earth’s semi-diurnal body tide and Stoneley mode splitting.150

Implications for lower mantle chemistry151

Having established that geodynamic, seismological and geodetic constraints provide evidence for the presence of a152

dense basal layer within the LLVPs, we explore the compatibility of different candidate compositions. Several hy-153

potheses have been proposed for the formation of chemically distinct LLVP material, including: slow accumulation154

of basalt from subducted slabs reaching the CMB43; preservation of primordial mantle material segregated during155

top-down crystallisation of a basal magma ocean44; subduction of iron and silicon-rich Hadean crust along with a156

terrestrial regolith comprising chondritic and solarwind-implanted material45; and pooling of dense, iron-rich melts157

generated in the primordial mantle transition zone46.158

We have assembled three endmembers to test the compositional range encompassed by these different scenarios:159

i) present-day mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB; lowest Fe, highest Si content)47; ii) chondrite-enriched Hadean160

basalt (intermediate Fe and Si)45; iii) iron-enriched pyrolite (highest Fe, lowest Si), representing early Archaean161

melts generated in the transition zone or remnants of a basal magma ocean46,44 (Table 1). For each of these162

compositions, we perform thermodynamic modelling48 and find that all options yield a positive density and negative163

shear-wave velocity contrast with respect to ambient pyrolitic mantle at deep mantle temperatures and pressures164

(∼ 2000–4000 K; ∼ 110–140 GPa; Figure S11). The amplitude of these contrasts vary, with modern basaltic165

material generating the weakest contrasts, while the most iron-rich primordial components produce the strongest166

anomalies47,46.167

Figure 5: Combined misfit to geodynamic and Stoneley mode observations as a function of mantle composition. (a)
Combined total misfit (χT ) as a function of MORB47 fraction within LLVP. Material outside LLVP is assumed to be pyrolitic. Hatched
region = models with peak-to-valley l = 2 CMB topography exceeding ±4.7 km maximum constraint34; red circle = best-fitting model;
red shading = models with misfit less than double that of global minimum; thin blue contours = compositional density difference
between dense layer material and ambient mantle; bold blue contour = lower limit of suggested ∼2–4% compositional density threshold
for long-term preservation of intra-LLVP chemical heterogeneity13,14,15; blue circle = best-fitting model with intrinsic density anomaly
above preservation threshold; blue shading = models with misfit less than double that of global minimum and compositional density
anomaly above preservation threshold. (b) Same for primordial material (chondrite-enriched basalt45). (c) Same for primordial material
(iron-enriched pyrolite46).
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The relatively modest excess density below 2700 km recovered from our initial geodynamic inversions (δρc =0.4–168

1.6%) is consistent with mechanical mixtures comprising 20–70% pyrolite and 30–80% modern MORB, or 50–90%169

pyrolite and 10–50% of either iron-rich primordial component. However, these excess densities fall below the170

∼2–4% threshold required for long-term preservation of intra-LLVP chemical heterogeneity13,14,15. We therefore171

explore how a trade-off between the thickness of the basal layer and its excess density affects fits to the geodynamic172

and seismic constraints, and whether any of the proposed chemical compositions are more or less compatible.173

Instantaneous flow calculations are repeated with density models constructed from the thermodynamic predictions174

for different combinations of chemical components within and without the LLVPs (Methods). Mantle material175

is modelled as a mechanical mixture of pyrolite and each candidate composition, with density anomalies set to176

zero between 1000–2000 km depth based on the geodynamic inversion results. We find a strong trade-off between177

the anomalous density of the basal LLVP region and its thickness, with similar misfit to geodynamic observables178

obtained for thin, highly enriched versus thicker, less chemically distinct basal layers (Figure S16). Although179

results are dependent on the radial mantle viscosity profile, optimal fits are generally obtained for thinner, more180

enriched layers, irrespective of whether anomalously dense material within the LLVP is assumed to be basaltic181

or primordial. Best-fitting models for each chemical component yield similar misfit values, with optimal layer182

thicknesses of ∼200 km. These basal layer configurations are consistent with geochemical constraints (based on183

tungsten isotopes in magmas) indicating intra-LLVP dense accumulations must be thin49.184

Combining geodynamic and Stoneley mode misfit into a joint misfit function does not significantly reduce185

the trade-off between basal layer thickness and density (Methods; Figures S13–S16 and S18–S19). Nevertheless,186

while each endmember composition can generate densities satisfying the 2–4% excess density threshold for long-187

term chemical heterogeneity preservation13,14,15, the two primordial candidates yield a ∼ 10% reduction in joint188

misfit to Stoneley mode and geodynamic observations compared with recycled MORB (Figure 5a–c). The optimal189

chondrite-enriched basaltic model gives ∼5% lower misfit than its iron-enriched pyrolitic counterpart, indicating190

that a 100–200 km-thick layer mainly composed of sequestered, Hadean oceanic crust is most consistent with191

available data. The elevated SiO2 content of this basaltic composition also helps to explain the observed spatial192

decorrelation between Vφ and VS in the lowermost mantle, provided bridgmanite is at least partially replaced by193

post-perovskite within this depth range50,5 (Figure S11). Finally, the less extreme reduction in VS at lowermost194

mantle conditions for primordial basalt, compared to iron-enriched pyrolite, is more compatible with the relatively195

modest VS gradients that have been inferred across LLVP boundaries19,20. Consequently, we conclude that the196

available geodynamic, geodetic and seismological constraints on deep mantle structure are most compatible with197

LLVPs that have a vertical extent ≤ 900 km and a 100–200 km-thick basal layer composed primarily of Hadean,198

chondrite-enriched basaltic material.199

Our preferred density model, characterised by muted long-wavelength mid-mantle structure and chemical het-200

erogeneity concentrated in the deepest 100–200 km of the LLVPs, has important implications for mantle evolution,201

reducing the amplitude and slowing the rate of change of surface dynamic topography. By adopting this structure202

and validating its associated mantle flow field against evidence for continent-scale uplift and subsidence encoded203

in the geological record, our understanding of Earth’s internal dynamics can be greatly refined, allowing impacts204
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on landscape evolution and palaeoclimatic shifts to be determined with unprecedented fidelity.205
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Methods226

Mantle Density Models227

We develop two classes of density models; the first based on inversion of geodynamic data, the second derived using228

thermodynamic forward modelling of proposed deep mantle compositions. To generate the first class of density229

models, we separate the mantle into six layers: 0–400 km (UUM = upper upper mantle), 400–670 km (LUM =230

lower upper mantle), 670–1000 km (UMM = upper mid-mantle), 1000–2000 km (LMM = lower mid-mantle), 2000–231

2700 km (ULM = upper lower mantle), and 2700–2891 km (LLM = lower lower mantle). Density in the UMM232

layer is determined from SLNAAFSA51, which is a version of the SL2013sv52 upper mantle model into which the233

regional updates SL2013NA in North America53, AF2019 in Africa54, and SA2019 in South America and the South234
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Atlantic Ocean55 have been incorporated. The baseline model, SL2013sv, has been shown to produce topographic235

predictions that are in good agreement with residual depth measurements, even at relatively short wavelengths236

(∼ 1000 km)35.237

Seismic velocities are converted into density within the UMM layer using an anelastic parameterisation following238

the methodology of Richards et al.35. This approach allows self-consistent mapping between seismic velocities239

and temperature, density and viscosity variations, while correcting for discrepancies between tomographic models240

that result from parameterisation choices rather than true Earth structure. Optimal parameters determined for241

SLNAAFSA are: µ0 = 75.9 GPa; ∂µ
∂T = −17.9 MPa ◦C−1; ∂µ

∂P = 2.54; ηr = 1023.0 Pa s; Ea = 489 kJ mol−1;242

Va = 0.63 cm3 mol−1; and ∂Ts

∂z = 0.931 ◦C km−1. We assume that continental lithosphere, delineated by the243

T = 1200 ◦C isothermal surface, has neutral buoyancy and set density in these regions equal to the average density244

of all external material at the relevant depth to eliminate any direct dynamic topographic contribution. This245

assumption is based on heat flow measurements, xenolith geochemistry, seismic velocity, gravity, and topography246

observations that suggest compositional and thermal density contributions approximately balance each other within247

the continental lithosphere56,57.248

Below 300 km, seismic velocity perturbations from a range of whole-mantle tomographic models (LLNL-G3D-249

JPS42; S40RTS58; SAVANI59; SEMUCB-WM139; TX20118) are converted to density assuming the radial profile250

of PREM60 and constant Rρ = ∂lnρ/∂lnVS values within each layer. To ensure smooth transitions in density251

anomalies between the two input density parameterisations, we take their weighted average between 300 km and252

400 km, beyond which the sensitivity of the surface wave-dominated upper mantle model tends to zero. Weighting253

coefficients of the respective tomographic models, wUM and wWM , vary linearly between 1 and 0 over this depth254

range and are combined according to wUM = 1 − wWM . Rρ is fixed at 0.15 for the whole-mantle model between255

300–400 km, based on the mean value within this layer inferred from SLNAAFSA.256

The lower mantle layers, ULM and LLM, are laterally subdivided into regions outside (OULM and OLLM), and257

within the LLVPs (LULM and LLLM), each delineated using the -0.65% VS anomaly contour of the whole-mantle258

tomographic model under investigation9. Outside the LLVPs, Rρ varies as Rρ = [0.1, 0.2, ...0.4] with the exception259

of the LMM layer (1000–2000 km), where a minimum bound on Rρ of 0.0 is adopted allowing for limited mid-mantle260

seismic resolution and the potential presence of artefacts due to vertical smearing. Within the LLVPs, we apply261

a constant compositional density anomaly such that δρ(z) = Rρ(i)δVS(z) + δρc(i), where δρc(i) is the intrinsic262

compositional density difference between LLVP material and ambient mantle (z is depth, i is the layer index, i.e.,263

ULM or LLM). Note that, in contrast to studies that employ negative Rρ values16,22,12, this approach maximises264

intra-LLVP density around the edges of the low-velocity regions rather than their central portions, and therefore265

assumes that, within each domain, internal VS variations are dominantly controlled by temperature rather than266

composition (Figure S8). This configuration is therefore consistent with the hypothesis that sharp compositional267

contrasts are responsible for strong lateral gradients in VS across the LLVP boundaries17. For our models, δρc268

varies as [0., 0.2, .., 2.0]% within the LULM and LLLM regions, yielding ∼ 2× 105 input density structures.269

The second class of density models are created to investigate likely chemical compositions of the LLVPs. We270

generate a suite of density structures based on thermodynamic modelling of key candidate compositions and VS271
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variation from the tomographic model that produced optimal agreement with geodynamic observables, TX2011272

(Table 1).273

Composition SiO2 (%) MgO (%) FeO (%) CaO (%) Al2O3 (%) Na2O (%) Reference
Pyrolite 38.71 49.85 6.17 2.94 2.22 0.11 47

MORB 51.75 14.94 7.06 13.88 10.19 2.18 47

CEB 48.47 20.00 11.28 10.59 8.16 1.50 45

FSP 40.15 41.98 12.90 2.82 1.92 0.23 46

Table 1: Molar oxide ratios for different mantle compositional endmembers. MORB = present-day mid-ocean ridge basalt;
CEB = chondrite-enriched basalt; FSP = iron-enriched pyrolite.

For a given composition, Perple X is used alongside the thermodynamic database of Stixrude & Lithgow-274

Bertelloni61 to generate a lookup table of anharmonic shear-wave velocities and densities varying temperature275

by [300, 350, ..4500] K and pressure by [0., 0.1, ...140] GPa. At each depth, temperature-dependent discontinuities276

in density and seismic velocity caused by phase transitions are smoothed by adopting the median temperature277

derivative across a ±500◦C swath either side of the geotherm. Smoothed anharmonic velocities are then corrected278

for anelasticity using a Q profile determined using the approach of Matas & Bukowinski62, as outlined in Lu et al.11279

(Figure S12). Having smoothed and corrected the VS lookup table, velocities from a given seismic tomographic280

model can be converted into temperature at each depth, with values adjusted by a constant offset to ensure mean281

temperatures are consistent with the geotherm. These temperatures are then used to extract the corresponding282

buoyancy structure from smoothed density lookup table. In cases where compositions are not equivalent to a283

particular endmember, properties appropriate for a mechanical mixture of the two components are calculated284

using the Voigt-Reuss-Hill approximation to average the elastic moduli. When the composition of the LLVP is285

distinct from ambient mantle, temperatures and densities are determined separately for the two components and286

then combined into a single array, with the boundary corresponding to the -0.65% VS anomaly contour9. All287

models assume that the range of possible mantle compositions is some combination of pyrolite and a specific dense288

component; either mid-ocean ridge basalt47, chondrite-enriched basalt45, or iron-enriched pyrolite46. For each289

component, we generate models for compositional enrichments of [0, 10, ..., 100]% and for upper boundaries of the290

dense layer between 2000 km and 2800 km in 100 km increments, as well as 2850 km and the CMB (2890 km).291

In the upper 300 km, these density models are identical to those constructed using Rρ and δρc values; below292

400 km, densities are taken directly from the thermodynamically self-consistent parameterisation described above;293

and between 300 km and 400 km depth, densities derived from the two parameterisations are smoothly merged by294

taking their weighted average, as described for the first class of models. Since optimal thermal and thermochemical295

density models recovered from geodynamic inversions consistently find that Rρ(LMM) ∼ 0, density anomalies in296

the 1000–2000 km depth interval are set to zero for all models (Figure S17).297

Mantle Flow Simulations298

Using the suite of thermal and thermochemical mantle density models, we predict surface and CMB dynamic299

topography and geoid undulations for 1 ≤ l ≤ 30 using an instantaneous flow kernel methodology. As Earth’s300

viscosity structure is uncertain, we assess the sensitivity of our mantle flow results to three different radial profiles301
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that are constrained by geoid, heat flow and glacial isostatic adjustment observations: S1038; F10V140; F10V240.302

To calculate instantaneous mantle flow, we exploit the sensitivity kernel methodology originally implemented303

by Hager & O’Connell63 and Richards & Hager64, extended to account for compressibility and self-gravitation65.304

This approach applies the propagator matrix technique to solve the equations governing conservation of mass and305

momentum within a highly viscous spherical shell, alongside Poisson’s equation, to generate kernels describing306

the linear relationship between geodynamic observables (dynamic topography, geoid and CMB topography) and307

laterally varying density anomalies across the mantle. We impose free-slip surface and CMB boundary conditions.308

The resulting sensitivity kernels vary as a function of depth, the assumed viscosity profile, and the spherical309

harmonic degree under consideration. Dynamic topography δAlm can then be determined using310

δAlm =
1

∆ρ0

∫ R⊕

RC

Kl
A(r)δρlm(r)dr, (1)

where Kl
A is the dynamic topography kernel, r is radius, ∆ρ0 is the density difference between the uppermost311

mantle (ρ0 = 3380 kg m−3 60) and water (ρw = 1030 kg m−3), l and m are spherical harmonic degree and order,312

R⊕ = 6371 km and RC = 3480 km are the radii of the Earth and CMB, respectively, and δρlm(r) represents the313

driving density anomalies. The geoid, δN lm, is calculated using314

δN lm =
4πγR⊕

(2l + 1) gR⊕

∫ R⊕

RC

Kl
N (r)δρlm(r)dr, (2)

where Kl
N is the geoid kernel, gR⊕ is surface gravity and γ is the gravitational constant. CMB topography,315

δClm, is determined according to316

δClm = − 1

∆ρC

∫ R⊕

RC

Kl
C(r)δρlm(r)dr, (3)

where Kl
C is the CMB topography kernel and ∆ρC is the density difference between the lowermost mantle317

(ρC = 5570 kg m−3) and the uppermost outer core (ρOC = 9900 kg m−3)60.318

Applying this kernel formalism permits rapid calculation of key observables, enabling the more complete ex-319

ploration of parameter space central to this study. This method, however, cannot incorporate lateral viscosity320

variations (LVVs). While LVVs are undoubtedly present within the Earth, numerous studies conclude that they321

generate minimal differences in the geodynamical observations we explore here compared with those resulting from322

variability in density inputs derived from different tomographic models66,67,30. We therefore anticipate that our323

main conclusions remain valid for reasonable amplitudes of LVV.324

Misfit to geodynamic observations325

We assess model performance using a combined misfit function to assess compatibility with geoid, dynamic topog-

raphy and excess CMB ellipticity constraints. Following previous studies68,69, we define the misfit to geoid and

dynamic topography based on variance reduction (VR), a proxy for the proportion of observed signal explained by

a given model prediction. Geoid misfit, χN , is defined to be equivalent to 1− VRN , where VRN represents geoid
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variance reduction, and is calculated globally using

χN =

∑lmax

l=2

∑l
m=−l

(
N lm
c −N lm

o

)2∑lmax

l=2

∑l
m=−l (N

lm
o )

2
, (4)

where N lm terms represent spherical harmonic coefficients of observed (subscript o) and predicted (subscript c)

geoid, and lmax = 30 is the maximum spherical harmonic degree. Dynamic topography misfit, χA, is defined

analogously to χN (i.e., χA = 1 − VRA). However, since accurate residual depth measurements only exist at

specific oceanic locations, rather than compare spherical harmonic coefficients, we instead determine this value in

the spatial domain according to

χA =

∑NA

nA=1

[(
Aic −Aio

)
− (Aic −Aio)

]2
∑NA

nA=1

(
Aio −Aio

)2 , (5)

where Ai terms are predicted and observed dynamic topography at NA = 2278 geographic locations29, and values

are weighted by the surface area of the 1◦ bin associated with each data point in order to correct for latitudinal

variation in sampling density. Since excess CMB ellipticity is defined using a single spherical harmonic coefficient,

rather than using a variance reduction-based misfit definition, we use the expression

χC =

√(
C20
c − C20

o

σC20
o

)2

(6)

for this component, which is similar to previous studies70,69. C20 terms represent the l = 2, m = 0 coefficient

of observed and modelled core-mantle boundary topography, and σC20
o

= 100 m based on the range of reported

values71,72,26. Finally, we sum each of these three components into a combined geodynamic misfit function,

χG = χN + χA + χC . (7)

In Figure 2, we present optimal results for the S10 viscosity profile38 and TX2011 tomographic model8 (Fig-326

ures S1–S6 display results for other combinations). We select this tomographic model as it generates geodynamic327

predictions with the lowest overall misfit, while S1038 is chosen over the F10V140 viscosity profile — despite the328

latter yielding lower misfits — since it does not include a very low viscosity (7 × 1019 Pa s) layer at the base of the329

transition zone, which has generally been considered controversial since it requires the entire region to be nearly330

water-saturated (∼ 1.5%)73.331

Body tide and Stoneley mode predictions332

Modelling of the Earth’s body tidal response requires models of 3D elastic, 3D density, and 1D anelastic structure.333

In the upper 400 km of the mantle, 3D elastic structure is determined using the calibrated parameterisation of334

SLNAAFSA to remove anelastic reductions in VS from the seismic tomographic model, leaving only anharmonic335

VS variations (V anhS ). Below 300 km, V anhS is derived from the tomographic values, V anelS , using radial changes336

in shear attenuation, Q−1S , from PREM and the expression V anelS = V anhS

[
1− Q−1

S

2tan(πα/2)

]
, where α = 0.1560,74,75.337
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While the resulting 3D V anhS model constrains the unrelaxed shear modulus, unrelaxed bulk modulus variations338

are obtained from V anhφ , assuming that Rb = ∂lnVφ/∂lnVS ∼ ∂lnV anhφ /∂lnV anhS = 0.05 and the radial V anhφ profile339

can be determined using the same VS–Vφ scaling as PREM60. The 1D anelastic structure applied to determine340

elastic modulus dispersion at the 12-hour period of the M2 body tide adopts the mean value of Q−1S obtained from341

the calibrated parameterisation of SLNAAFSA at depths above 400 km, and that of PREM at greater depths.342

With the Earth model specified, the body tide response is computed using full-coupling normal mode perturba-343

tion theory, with shear and bulk moduli dispersion at tidal frequencies using IERS standards75,76. Following Lau et344

al.12, the fit between the predicted and observed in-phase M2 body tide displacement is assessed at GPS stations345

by determining whether inclusion of 3D elastic and density structure significantly enhances coherence between the346

two fields compared with a baseline 1D model (PREM60). The 3D Earth model is only considered to yield a sta-347

tistically significant improvement if the correlation obtained between ‘raw’ and ‘corrected’ GPS residuals exceeds348

that obtained for the 1D model at the 95% significance level, accounting for correlation between GPS estimates349

due to the uneven spatial distribution of receivers. Raw residuals represent observed M2 body tide displacements350

minus those predicted for the 1D model. Corrected residuals also account for the effects of Moho and CMB excess351

ellipticity, Earth rotation and ocean tidal loading, and, in the 3D model case, incorporate an additional correction352

for differences in the body tide displacement predicted using 3D versus 1D structure.353

To predict Stoneley mode splitting functions, 3D variations in VS , compressional-wave velocity (VP ) and CMB354

topography must be specified in addition to the density model77. VS anomalies are drawn directly from the355

tomographic model used to construct a given density model, while VP is determined by scaling VS anomalies using356

a constant value of RP = ∂lnVP /∂lnVS = 0.578. We do not consider seismic anisotropy. CMB topography is357

determined self-consistently using instantaneous flow simulations that incorporate each density model.358

For a specified input velocity, density and topography model, Stoneley mode splitting coefficients, Cst can be

calculated using the expression

Cst =

∫ R⊕

RC

dlnMst(r) ·Ks
M (r)r2dr + dlnCstKs

C , (8)

where dlnMst(r) represents the prescribed 3D VS , VP , and density heterogeneity at angular degree, s, order, t, and359

radius, r. Ks
M (r) are the relevant sensitivity kernels calculated using PREM79,60, dlnCst is the CMB topography360

(the discontinuity most important for Stoneley modes), and Ks
C is the associated sensitivity kernel.361

The misfit between predicted and observed Stoneley mode splitting functions, χS is

χS =
1

NS

NS∑
nS=1

∑smax

s=2

∑s
t=−s (Cstc − Csto )

2∑smax

s=2

∑s
t=−s (Csto )

2
,

(9)

where NS = 9 is the number of individual Stoneley modes investigated, the second summation term includes only362

even degree terms, where smax is the maximum order. In most calculations smax = 2; however, we also test363

the impact of setting smax to the maximum degree at which splitting function measurements are available for a364

particular mode, as well as the consequences of adopting different misfit criteria (Table S4).365
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We combine χS and χG to yield a joint total misfit function, χT , using

χT = wGχG + wSχS , (10)

where wG = 0.5 and wS = 5. These weightings result in misfit values with comparable global minima.366

367
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